Vocabulary Ninja
Master conjunctions with Vocabulary Ninja!
Co-ordinating and Subordinating.
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The conjunctions have malfunctioned! They need to be
corrected and quick. Identify the correct conjunctions to
fix each sentence!
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FANBOYS

Conjunction
Malfunction

Co-ordinating Conjunctions Add the Correct Co-ordinating Conjunction
Clause 1

1

Co-ordinating
Conjunction

Clause 2

Jenny bought an ice cream

Fred drank apple juice.

The girls went to sleep,

the boys stayed awake.

Alexander was hungry,

he still left food on his plate.

The car was low on petrol,

we filled it up at the garage.

She was not wrong,

was she entirely right.

I can’t whistle,

can I sing.

She put a jumper on,

it was cold outside.

Alexia studied a lot,

she didn’t pass the test.

You can buy a book,

borrow one from the library.

Daniel was thirsty,

he drank some water.

Jack can sometimes be mean,

I know he means well

The teacher arrived

gave an hour-long speech.

My dad doesn’t like to cook,

he does it anyway.

He could go to school,

he could stay at home.

He had been crying all day,

the man made him laugh.

I go to the library,

I love to read.

Vocabulary Ninja Conjunction
Malfunction
ANSWERS
Co-ordinating Conjunctions Add the Correct Co-ordinating Conjunction

1

Clause 1

Co-ordinating
Conjunction

Clause 2

Jenny bought an ice cream

and

Fred drank apple juice.

The girls went to sleep,

but

the boys stayed awake.

Alexander was hungry,

yet

he still left food on his plate.

The car was low on petrol,

so

we filled it up at the garage.

She was not wrong,

nor

was she entirely right.

I can’t whistle,

nor

can I sing.

She put a jumper on,

for

it was cold outside.

Alexia studied a lot,

but

she didn’t pass the test.

You can buy a book,

or

borrow one from the library.

Daniel was thirsty,

so

he drank some water.

Jack can sometimes be mean,

but

I know he means well

The teacher arrived

and

gave an hour-long speech.

My dad doesn’t like to cook,

but

he does it anyway.

He could go to school,

or

he could stay at home.

He had been crying all day,

yet

the man made him laugh.

I go to the library,

for

I love to read.

